Vision Neurorehabilitation 2025: A Commitment Towards Advancing Care, Sharing Knowledge and Rebuilding Lives
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Abstract: International evidence shows that people with disabilities have unmet health and rehabilitation needs, face barriers in accessing mainstream health-care services, and consequently have poor quality of life. This article provides a narrative overview of literature on neurorehabilitation in developing countries, especially from the perspective of India and highlights some of the challenges in rehabilitation within the context of neurological conditions. Several issues related to neurorehabilitation are discussed for a systematic approach to build horizontal health care systems that are sustainable and responsive; involvement of bilateral agencies using multi-sectorial approach, new partnerships, strategic collaboration; provision of technical assistance, research and development; and capacity-building for a strong interdisciplinary workforce. Other factors that need to be addressed include governance for strengthening health care systems through logistics, surveillance and service delivery; and adequate scaling. Enlisted here is also a list of comprehensive summary actions to tackle neurological disorder-related disability, and offers governments, policy-makers and other relevant stakeholders a blueprint for implementing recommendations of the World Disability Report and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and facilitate social inclusion of persons with neurological conditions, in countries at all stages of development. This document is prepared for crystallizing the vision of neurorehabilitation for the future in the year 2025. The vision will reflect our aspirations, the full potentials of growth and development, and layout the efforts needed to fulfill this vision. This vision may in parallel serve to address the strategic implementation for other disability conditions. We hope it will facilitate increased cooperation and innovation and inspire commitment to preventing these debilitating disorders and providing the best possible care for people who suffer from them.
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1. Introduction

Neurological disorders are one of the greatest threats to world public health and a challenge to health care.

Neurological disorders have an effect on one billion people worldwide and constitute 6.3% of the global burden of disease [1]. The prevalence of disability due to neurological conditions is escalating worldwide with an estimated 92 million disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) in 2005, which is projected to increase by 12% to 103 million in 2030. Despite improved medical care and survivorship, people with long term neurological conditions have significant medium to longer-term functional and psychosocial issues contributing to their complex disabilities that need comprehensive management, including rehabilitation. These add to the economic burden for healthcare systems (particularly in low resourced countries), wherever despite improved acute health care systems, health policies haven’t extended to include rehabilitation. Neurorehabilitation is the delivery of a coordinated interdisciplinary care program comprising ‘a set of measures that assist individuals who experience (or are likely to experience) disability to achieve and maintain optimal function in interaction with their environment [1], for maximum independence and social reintegration [2, 3]. The treating team includes neurologists, rehabilitation physicians, nurses and allied health professionals. These programs are individualized and goal-oriented to meet the specific needs of the People with Disability (PwD) and encompass the
International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) framework, where activity limitation (e.g. mobility, continence, self-care) and participation restriction (e.g. work, driving, community activities) interact with contextual factors (environmental and personal) that influence performance and participatory outcomes [1, 4-6]. Neurorehabilitation is interdisciplinary and cross-sectorial, requiring collaboration in the coordinated efforts of numerous diverse sectors, professions, patients and community. An emerging intellectual paradigm for neurological recovery has brought forward promising Neurorehabilitation approaches. An emerging intellectual paradigm for neurological recovery has brought forward promising Neurorehabilitation approaches. However, Neurorehabilitation is in infancy in India. Looking ahead to the challenges for best of the health and wellbeing of the people we serve - delivering our vision and strategic priorities will require us to change the way we work within our clinical services, and will require us to reshape our resources.

Our ‘Neurorehabilitation Vision 2025’ is ‘To optimize function and quality of life of people with Neurorehabilitation needs through the integration of Education, Quality care, Technology, Research and Advocacy’

Core Values
In India, having an upscale humanistic tradition, we are committed to skilled collaboration, community involvement, integrity, answerability and respect.

Key goals

2. Strategic Priorities:

2.1. Health Care Access for All

The majority of PwD is economically deprived and experience difficulties in accessing basic health services including rehabilitation [7]. Only 3% of individuals who need rehabilitation globally receive the service [8], and this is significantly higher for PwD in low-income compared with high-income countries [1]. Majority of our Indian population is rural based where accessibility and affordability are the main barriers.

2.1.1. Access to Services and Assistive Technologies

Disability and neurorehabilitation services are limited or often do not exist in rural areas, not only in developing countries but also in some parts of the developed world [1]. As most available services are usually based in urban areas, access to such facilities is often costly, time-consuming and difficult due to lack of transportation [9]. Assistive devices such as canes, crutches, prostheses, wheelchairs etc., are integral part of health care for persons with neurological conditions and widely prescribed to maintain, or improve functional capabilities and participation. In many high-income countries these are provided by national health care systems, through rehabilitation services, insurance companies, charities and NGOs. However, in many low income countries there is still large gap in service provision of these essential disability services [1, 10].

2.1.2. Poverty and Cost of Services

The cost of access to neurorehabilitation services is a barrier for people with neurological disorders particularly in low income countries, where most services are available only as an out-of pocket payment [11]. Disability can be both a cause and consequence of poverty, which impedes people with disability attaining required services [12]. Many people with neurological disorders (and family) in low-income countries are either unemployed or have lower incomes, compromising adequate care. The persons with neurological disabilities usually depend on family members for help with daily activities, which perpetuates the cycle of poverty [13].

Thus, our first key vision is Health care for all: Our strategy is to bridge a gap in provision of the essential disability services; and to improve the access to rehabilitation services and assistive technologies. [Figure 2]
2.2. Key Global Initiatives

The ‘Global Burden of Disease’ study highlighted neurological disorders as one of the greatest threats to world public health [14]. In response, a number of global public health projects are launched by the WHO, including Global Initiatives on Neurology and Public Health. The WHO in collaboration with the World Federation of Neurology (WFN) in 2004 published the first comprehensive report on country resources for neurological disorders after conducting an international Survey of Country Resources for Neurological Disorders (109 countries, covering over 90% of world population) [15]. This report highlighted the inadequacy in resources and inequalities in access to care for patients with neurological disorders, especially in those living in the developing world [16]. In 2006, the WHO published: ‘Neurological disorders: public health challenges’, to inform and help governments, public health institutions, NGOs and others to formulate public health policies directed at specific neurological disorders; and technical guidelines and policy papers for improved access for PwD (e.g., community-based rehabilitation; manual wheelchairs, training packages etc.) [14].

In April 2014, the WHO global ‘Disability Action Plan’ (DAP) 2014–2021, provided a comprehensive list of specific actions to achieve the objectives: human- rights based approach (empowerment of PwD); life-course approach (continuum of care); universal health coverage; culturally-appropriate person-centered approach; multisectoral, community-based rehabilitation; and universal design [17].

We are on a continual quest for global excellence by adopting key Global Initiatives and Collaboration Worldwide. Some strategies to achieve this goal are depicted in figure 3.

2.3. Policy and Planning

Healthcare organizations and neurorehabilitation services have immense task of developing correct policies, laws, and delivery systems with coordination strategy adapted to local needs. These services may be confronted with expectations stemming from their institutional environment (e.g., government agencies, administrations, patient organizations) concerning improvement of quality of care and clinical outcomes. Policies also need to specifically promote the
human rights of PwD [18]. Despite the burden attributed to neurological disorders, many low-middle income countries in the developing world have health policies that do not cover neurological disorders at the same level as other medical conditions [14]. Importantly, these conditions are largely absent from the national health agendas. Legislation or policies for overall management of PwD, have been adapted in many developing countries such as India, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka [19], Ghana [20], Pakistan [21], Mauritius [22] and others, however, disability culture in many remains in a nascent stage [21]. The existing policies are underfunded and often there is a lack of coordination and collaboration amongst different sectors and ministries involved [23]. Despite availability of policies on rehabilitation in some countries, there is lag in implementation of these policies and/or overall delivery of the rehabilitation service [1]. Further, there is no consensus on who is responsible for enforcing and/or funding new legislations such as CRPD, the other WHO recommendations etc. [23]

On a positive note, India has made significant leaps in developing rehabilitation programs for PwD. India was one of the first countries to sign and ratify the UN Convention, and established the Rehabilitation Council of India (RCI) in 1986 [24]. In 1993, the Indian Parliament enacted the RCI Act and set it up as Statutory Body. The RCI currently regulates and monitors services given to PwD, develops education curriculum and maintains a Central Rehabilitation Register of all qualified professionals and personnel working in the field of Rehabilitation and Special Education. The trend of year-wise status of registration of rehabilitation professionals and personnel in the Central Rehabilitation Register has quadrupled from 2001-2 (20,118 registration) to 2012-13 (78,514 registrations).

Our strategies to overcome the administrative difficulties may include (Figure 4):

![Policy and planning](image)

**Figure 4.** Policy and planning.

### 2.4. Quality of Care

Incorporating following steps may improve the quality of care provided in neurorehabilitation. (Figure 5)

- **Having a central body** for the oversight and coordination to ensure the highest quality (such as Rehabilitation council of India)
- **Adoption of rehabilitation practice model** rather than traditional medical model
- **Uniform protocols** or guidelines for data collection and management of different neurological disabilities and rehabilitation
- **To evolve novel, innovative, needs-based, indigenously developed locally applicable, tailor made, cost effective and replicable models/programs of rehabilitation services and training for different settings**

![Steps to improve quality of care](image)

**Figure 5.** Steps to improve quality of care.
2.5. Resources

With awareness of the massive burden associated with neurological disorders came the recognition that neurological services and resources were disproportionately scarce, especially in low income and developing countries. Furthermore, a large body of evidence shows that policymakers and health-care providers may be unprepared to cope with the predicted rise in the prevalence of neurological and other chronic disorders and the disability resulting from the extension of life expectancy and ageing of population globally [7, 25]. The significant longer-term health consequences of neurological conditions in low-resource countries can overwhelm the person (caregivers), society and the health system. Lack of funding and human resources can hinder proficient implementation and management. Currently, available resources for disability in most countries are inadequate and inequitably distributed [1, 15]. In majority of low-income countries, there are limited budgets for services for neurological conditions. The WHO survey showed only 10.4% of the responding countries (mainly high-income countries) have a separate budget for neurological illnesses within their health budgets, and two-thirds of the low income countries have no disability benefits available [15]. Out-of-pocket payment by patients is the major source of financing in most low-income countries, which is likely to result in financial hardship and inequity in utilization of healthcare services. Also, when it comes to some conditions such as stroke, the cost spent for brain scan and other such procedures for acute management is huge. So when they come for rehabilitation, they are left with nothing other than low cost rehabilitation.

Further, the number of trained professionals handling the millions of people with neurological disabilities is miniscule. It is estimated that in India, there are about 2000 neurologists, 600 physiatrists, a few thousand therapists and a dozen neuropsychologists catering to a population of over a billion people, with services available primarily in major cities [26].

Expanding Resources- Our funding and human resources should be adequate and equitably distributed. (Figure 6)

2.6. Enabling Infrastructure and Physical Resources

Many persons with neurological conditions require highly specialized skills for appropriate diagnosis and management. Most developing nations lack or have limited number of adequate and efficient health services, particularly in rural areas [27]. In these countries sub-specialized services (such as stroke units) are restricted to urban areas [15]. The availability of rehabilitation services across regions varies, and many developing countries still have limited or no organized rehabilitation services [1]. In many, these services exist through NGO initiatives and charitable organizations; these are often dependent on external funding, independent of national public health systems [19]. There is minimal data collection, reporting and information gathering system, which impedes evaluation and monitoring of the situation over-time to alert the health system to emerging trends, and to facilitate planning [13]. (Figure 7)

2.7. Improving Emergency Care (Figure 8)

Stroke is one of the leading causes of death and disability in India. There are no comprehensive stroke units and limited centers in the country offer thrombolyis and coordinated stroke services. Majority of stroke cases are managed in general medical wards, which often lack follow up, plan or referral for stroke rehabilitation [26]. Also, India has become the Head Injury Capital of the World due to road traffic accidents.

2.8. Health Information Systems

In the developing world, healthcare systems are limited by resources, capability and lack of information technology
systems. Data on neurorehabilitation is incomplete and fragmented, and often not disaggregated from other health-care services information [28]. There is lack of routinely collected data for disability, limited information about the needs and unmet needs of PwD, variability in definitions used for disability and various types of disability (e.g., physical, mental, behavioral, intellectual) and variation in settings [1, 17]. Further, there is diversity in models of care, interventions and modalities, outcome measurement, type and quality within neurorehabilitation services. Healthcare systems and practices vary amongst countries. Despite availability of the ICF for over a decade, there is no indicator or common framework for describing and measuring rehabilitation in many countries; and rehabilitation measures are often excluded from existing classification systems [1]. Inadequate health information systems and communication strategies across health care sectors and between providers (notably between primary and secondary care), is still prominent worldwide, even in developed countries like Australia [29]. Other barriers to provision of neurorehabilitation services, include, inconsistent and insufficient data collection processes, multiple clinical information systems and incompatible technologies [1, 29].

Our aim is to have complete, consistent & uniform data by implementing following steps. (Figure 9)

![Figure 9. Strategies for an Efficient Health Information System.](image)

2.9. Referral Systems

Many developing countries have no systems of appropriate referral mechanism for neurological illnesses. Therefore, many people miss appropriate services and/or care continuum in the community, after discharged from an acute facility. An effective referral system (figure 10) is required to ensure a close relationship/coordination between all levels of the health system to ensure those with neurological disorders, receive the best possible care and regular follow-up [14, 30].

![Figure 10. Effective Referral system.](image)

3. Community Support

3.1. Need for Professional, Caregiver and Consumer Groups: (Figure 11)

Though there is an increasing trend in the number of professional, caregiver groups and NGOs, for PwD worldwide, there is limited number of such organizations for disabled population in low-income countries. According to WHO, there are no NGOs or other professional groups for neurological disorders in 35% of low-income countries [15].

![Figure 11. Professional, caregiver and consumer groups](image)

3.2. Multidisciplinary Team for comprehensive care

An additional challenge for neurorehabilitation is that people with neurological conditions have concurrent physical, speech, cognitive and behavioral issues requiring specialized services for comprehensive management. Neurorehabilitation team represents multidisciplinary body including neurologists, neurosurgeons, physiatrists,
neuropsychologists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists, and other professionals taking care of people with neurological disabilities. A casual observation would reveal that in the few health facilities that parade a reasonably constituted neurorehabilitation team, intraprofessional communication and relationship is far from adequate [31]. The idea of a cyclical relationship among all team members with the patient as the focus is alien. The ideal team work approach may involve the necessary considerations as depicted in figure 12.

![Teamwork](image)

3.3. Improved Awareness and Education

(Figure 13) The concept of rehabilitation is confused with ‘Physiotherapy and exercises’ alone by many health care professionals and general public. Majority of people with disabilities, are poorly educated and unaware of specialties like rehabilitation; and information about benefits of rehabilitation are not easily available or understandable [1, 31, 32]. Lack of mistrust among patients for medical practitioners in some cultures is still prevalent, particularly in rural areas, where first preference is to seek help from religious healers and traditional herbal medicine. It is necessary to propagate the important concept of impairment management and prevention of disability in patients with neurological diseases. Holding awareness programs for survivors with disabilities occurring as a result of neurological disorders can be fruitful. Our aim is to set up an effective communication strategy to encourage dialogue and we work to make sure we hear from and talk to these audiences in the right way and at the right time, as an important part of the care we provide for our community.

![Strategies to improve awareness and education](image)

3.4. ICF and Community Re-integration

Even after regaining most of the sensori-motor functions, people with neurological conditions do not regain the ability to participate in the society. In a study on spinal cord injury in rural South India reduced level of community reintegration was attributed to architectural and environmental barriers, poor socioeconomic status and comorbidities [33]. Our aim is to ensure that each patient achieves the maximum functional recovery and enable them to lead independent, productive, dignified and meaningful lives in the community. Endorsing ICF model as an outcome will help to improve involvement in their role in life and participation in the community.
3.5. Client and Family-centered Approach

India has a long tradition of implementing CBR programs, involving the families and caregivers with good effect using local traditions. Due to unique socio-demographic profile of our country, it is essential to preserve the social fabric and cultural values in this diverse population by valuing the life, ideas, and beliefs of every individual, treating each person with dignity and respect; catering to their individual as well as culture-specific needs. A platform is required to create advocacy for the people and families suffering from neurological disease with disability and involving them in decision making.

3.6. Integrated and Holistic Care

Neurological conditions can cause complex disabilities, are costly to treat and have socioeconomic implications due to increased demand for health care, social and vocational services, and caregiver burden [32]. Longer-term functional and psychosocial issues limit daily activity and participation. These require integrated interdisciplinary collaborative care in hospital and community to enable these people to live independently in the community. Thus, it is important to integrate our approach in a holistic manner with the different aspects of Neurorehabilitation needs, viz.

![Collaborative care](image15.png)

3.7. Psychological Barriers

Despite evidence of growing public acceptance of PwD, widespread stigma and discrimination still persists, often because of non-biologic concepts and cultural perception of disabilities [1] (Figure 16). This has resulted in unsuccessful implementation of the World Report on Disability’s explicit recommendations for social inclusion such as community-based rehabilitation in African countries [34, 35].

![Psychological barriers prohibit social inclusion](image16.png)

Stigma and discrimination against people with neurological disorders are ubiquitous and need to be eliminated through public education and global campaigns. (Figure 17)
3.8. Research

Traditional Neurorehabilitation procedures appear to have limited efficacy in common neurological diseases. Recent lines of research on neuroplasticity and recovery have furthered our knowledge and have stimulated novel rehabilitation paradigms. Further investigation to evaluate the new developments and refine the extant literature is needed to pursue the best outcomes and excellence in healthcare delivery. Corollary, it is important to promote clinical research in the field of neurorehabilitation. Also, research should move beyond the simple question of whether rehabilitation is effective and feasible, and examine the therapy factors and patient characteristics that optimize the clinical outcomes of rehabilitation. It is important to organize conferences/workshops/symposiums for neurorehabilitation professionals to train/share the knowledge/scientific research/advanced procedures training to keep abreast with the recent advances and work done in the field. More research on neurological disorders is needed and it should be facilitated through better funding, multidisciplinary approaches and international collaboration. (Figure 18)

3.9. Technology in Neurorehabilitation

With evolution in science and technology, we have a new toolbox of options to provide cutting edge improvements to therapies accelerating the pace of Neurorehabilitation. Converging clinical and engineering research should leverage scientific discoveries and further enhance the current clinical practice, develop effective and patient-tailored rehabilitative approaches and maximize the functional outcome. (Figure 19)
3.10. Academics and the Future Professionals

Developing countries don’t have educational programs for rehabilitation professionals. Also, education-commonly institutional and urban-based is not always relevant to rural reality. Our vision is to impart training to create empowered manpower to manage persons with neurological disability. Neurorehabilitation being a specialized field in itself, extra efforts with investment in education and skill development for the next generation of health care providers is essential.

It’s important to acknowledge that students and health professionals perceive dealing with neurological conditions ‘blood-brain barrier’ (complex and challenging)! Initiatives will be taken to develop their inclination towards this field by creating more opportunities to share the emerging knowledge with practicing professionals and experts through many educational activities.

Following initiatives are essential in the successful implementation. (Figure 20)

4. Conclusion

All the above mentioned disparate threads need to be woven together to reflect the integrated nature of Neurorehabilitation!

Bringing in a hope of ameliorating the burdens placed on the patients as well as their family by diseases that change the very way we live is simply incredible; we can give people their lives back. If your goal as a health professional is to bear witness to humanity at its best and worst, Neurorehabilitation will certainly give you that opportunity!

Articulating our aspirations through this ‘Vision Neurorehabilitation 2025’ we lay down the framework to bring out a systematic change through a holistic and integrated approach with determination and perseverance to provide even better future for our patients. On the platform of International Journal of Neurologic Physical Therapy, I wish success to the ever emerging field of Neurosciences and Neurorehabilitation! I am sure this field will experience growth like no other and will become ‘the final frontier of Medicine and Rehabilitation’!!! Let us strive and join together to bring enrichment to our vision, achievements and a continuous progress of Neurorehabilitation.
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